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PERSPECTIVE
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Summary
The delineation of disease entities is complex, yet recent advances in the molecular characterization of diseases provide opportunities to

designate diseases in a biologically valid manner. Here, we have formalized an approach to the delineation of Mendelian genetic disor-

ders that encompasses two distinct but inter-related concepts: (1) the gene that is mutated and (2) the phenotypic descriptor, preferably a

recognizably distinct phenotype. We assert that only by a combinatorial or dyadic approach taking both of these attributes into account

can a unitary, distinct genetic disorder be designated. We propose that all Mendelian disorders should be designated as ‘‘GENE-related

phenotype descriptor’’ (e.g., ‘‘CFTR-related cystic fibrosis’’). This approach to delineating and naming disorders reconciles the

complexity of gene-to-phenotype relationships in a simple and clear manner yet communicates the complexity and nuance of these

relationships.
Introduction

Rapid advances in the understanding and delineation of

Mendelian conditions have outstripped our prior concep-

tions of these disorders. While the genetic basis of only a

few dozen Mendelian disorders was known by 1990, genes

associated with thousands of such conditions are now

known and the numbers continue to climb.1 Concur-

rently, there is an increasing recognition of the complexity

and nuance of the relationship of genes to phenotypes.

Whereas three decades ago a commonly taught aphorism

in genetics was ‘‘one gene, one disease,’’ we now know

that this is incorrect for many genes. For example, variants
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in the fibrillin 1 gene (FBN1 [MIM: 134797]) are associated

with several apparently phenotypically distinct disorders

that involve multiple organ systems (see OMIM in Web

resources).2 Some phenotypes comprise recognizably

distinct pleiotropic syndromes, such as Marfan syndrome

(MIM: 154700), but other variants in that same gene can

be associated with non-syndromic ectopia lentis (MIM:

129600). In some cases, the various phenotypic associa-

tions are related to distinct mechanisms of pathogenesis

(e.g., loss of function versus gain of function), while in

others, they are instead due to a range of severity of a single

mode of pathogenesis (e.g., from mild to complete loss of
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function). In yet other genes, disruption of distinct func-

tional domains leads to loss of function of specific subsets

of the activity of the protein. Another facet of the

complexity is highlighted in conditions such as Bardet-

Biedl syndrome (MIM: 209900)—what initially seemed to

be a single phenotype has been associated with pathogenic

variants in more than two dozen genes (see Forsyth and

Gunay-Aygun GeneReviews inWeb resources). The rasopa-

thies are a further dimension of this—a family of

seven phenotypes associated with variants in at least 13

genes.3,4 We are very far from ‘‘one gene, one disease’’

pedagogy, and it is clear that the relationship of genes to

phenotypes is complex and heterogeneous and continues

to evolve. An additional important observation is that

the identification of molecularly targeted therapies sup-

ports the need for developing a molecular taxonomy of

disease, that is, a classification and organization of disease

entities by the molecular pathophysiologic attributes

rather than only considering their overt phenotype.

It is essential that disease taxonomy and naming con-

ventions accurately reflect biologic reality while support-

ing clinicians in the diagnosis and treatment of genetic dis-

orders. The current haphazard and inconsistent approach

of naming some Mendelian disorders on the basis of their

manifestations, phenotypic attributes (e.g., acronyms),

and eponyms and others on the basis of the mutated

gene serves none of these goals. We conclude that a more

systematic categorization of Mendelian disorders that sup-

ports the intended uses of the information associated with

the gene is needed. Here, we propose a standardized

approach to this challenge for Mendelian disorders.
Proposal

We propose that a unitary diagnostic entity be a dyad of (1)

a molecular etiology in the form of a HGNC/HUGO-
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The
approved gene descriptor and (2) a phenotype, preferably

a recognizably distinct phenotype whenever that is

feasible and justified. We propose that these dyadic de-

scriptors should be used for all Mendelian disorders with

a known genetic basis. This nomenclature should be

applied in the clinical care setting, in textbooks and jour-

nals, in genetic databases and data repositories, and in

the research environment.
General principles

We begin to address this complex question by focusing on

Mendelian (sometimes called ‘‘single-gene’’) disorders. We

define these as disorders for which a large proportion of the

phenotypic variance is explained by the presence of a

pathogenic variant(s) in a single gene. These disorders

can also be recognized as those that are inherited in one

of the classic Mendelian patterns of autosomal dominant,

autosomal recessive, or X-linked, and in the case of mito-

chondrial disease, maternal inheritance.

Next, we introduce the concept of a ‘‘unitary, distinct,

Mendelian disease entity.’’ This entity comprises a label

or descriptor that is used to define a disease (diagnosis,

syndrome, or condition) that is considered to be unitary.

It is a single entity that is discrete and meaningfully

different from other diagnostic entities. It is critical to

recognize that all such descriptors are heuristics (prac-

tical methods that are not guaranteed to be optimal

but that are sufficient)—these descriptors may not accu-

rately and comprehensively reflect biologic reality, but

they serve as useful tools for clinicians to identify, char-

acterize, and manage affected individuals. That a Mende-

lian disease entity is unitary and distinct ultimately re-

flects the wisdom and judgment of practitioners and

researchers in the field to determine that one such entity

is sufficiently distinct from others to make that
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distinction clinically useful. The descriptor should also

take affected individuals’ perspectives into account and

avoid pejorative terminology.

The concept underlying this proposal is not novel as it

leverages approaches developed in two essential genetics

resources: Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)

and GeneReviews. OMIM has wisely chosen to catalog

genes and phenotypes separately. We propose to adopt

and standardize a version of the approach used in several

entries in the online NCBI Bookshelf GeneReviews (see

Web resources). There, Pagon and colleagues have adopted

what we describe as a dyadic approach to the definition of

a disorder. Here, we use the term dyad in its literal form,

which is a set of two elements (here genotype and pheno-

type) treated as one. Either element alone is considered an

incomplete descriptor of the entity. GeneReviews has

begun to adopt this approach by designating a number

of Mendelian disease entities with the general dyadic struc-

ture of ‘‘(gene)-(phenotype)’’ or ‘‘(gene)-related (pheno-

type)’’ or ‘‘(gene)-associated (phenotype),’’ which takes

advantage of the separate elements of genotype and

phenotype, each of which are OMIM entities. The ‘‘gene’’

part of the descriptor is the HUGO gene nomenclature

committee (HGNC/HUGO)-approved gene name, which

should be a single OMIM entity. The ‘‘phenotype’’ part of

the descriptor is a phrase that describes the clinical features

of the disorder. Whenever possible, this should be a recog-

nizably distinct phenotype; however, we recognize that

this is not always possible.

In the following, we provide examples of the structure

and utility of the proposed approach.

(1) CHST3-related skeletal dysplasia

(2) NGLY1-related congenital disorder of deglycosyla-

tion

(3) PAFAH1B1-associated lissencephaly/subcortical

band heterotopia

These first three entities are current listings in GeneRe-

views, and we would consider each of them to be unitary

and distinct Mendelian disease entities (the OMIM entries

for these entities are CHST3 [MIM: 603799]; NGLY1 [MIM:

610661]; ‘‘congenital disorder of glycosylation’’ [MIM:

615273]; and PAFAH1B1 [MIM: 601545]). Note that Gen-

eReviews sometimes uses the word ‘‘associated,’’ whereas

most of their entries use ‘‘related,’’ and they are now

evolving using ‘‘related’’ in future updates. We do not

ascribe a significant distinction of these minor formatting

differences but would encourage uniformity and a focus

on the concept of specifying both gene and phenotype

and that the gene name strictly adhere to the preferred

Human Gene Nomenclature Committee designation.

Given that there is only a single phenotype or spectrum

associated with each of these genes described in entities

1–3 (based on current knowledge) and only a single

gene associated with each of these phenotypes, we recog-

nize that specifying both the gene and the phenotype is
10 The American Journal of Human Genetics 108, 8–15, January 7, 20
redundant. Despite that redundancy, we advocate for

describing them in this way because knowledge will

change (these genes may be associated with other pheno-

types in the future) as well as for uniformity with the

nomenclature of disorders involving more complex

gene-phenotype relationships (examples below). Indeed,

these three obscure disorders were selected as examples

here because they comprise some of the very few entities

in GeneReviews where there is uniquemapping of pheno-

type to gene, and vice versa. It is interesting to note that

these three entities represent a range of phenotypic de-

scriptors from the relatively simple ‘‘skeletal dysplasia’’

to an apparent hybrid or spectrum descriptor of ‘‘lissence-

phaly/subcortical band heterotopia.’’ In the latter, the au-

thors and editors are making the case that the two descrip-

tors of neuronal migration defects lie on a spectrum and

should be considered a single phenotypic spectrum. We

also note that the phrase ‘‘congenital disorder of deglyco-

sylation’’ focuses on a biochemical or laboratory test

finding rather than an overt, physical, or clinical manifes-

tation of a disorder. This reflects the wide range of con-

cepts that we are not discussing that underlie phenotypic

descriptors (see Discussion).

Two additional examples illustrate the use of the system

when the gene-to-phenotype relationship is more

complex.

(4) GLI3-related Pallister-Hall syndrome

(5) GLI3-related Greig cephalopolysyndactyly syn-

drome

These descriptors denote that these entities are consid-

ered to be two unitary, distinct Mendelian disorders

(GLI3 [MIM: 165240]; Pallister-Hall syndrome [MIM:

146510]; and Greig cephalopolysyndactyly syndrome

[MIM: 175700]). This reflects the current judgment and

state of knowledge in the field that despite their being

allelic, these two phenotypes comprise a sufficiently

distinct range of features that they are better designated

as distinct entities rather than as a continuum. In this

case, the phenotypic distinction also reflects an underlying

difference in the pathogenetic mechanism of disease for

these two phenotypes (dominant negative versus haploin-

sufficiency). However, not all such phenotypic distinctions

will be correlated with a mechanism of disease or the

mechanistic distinction may not be known. Inconsistency

in this approach is evident in the example of LMNA in

GeneReviews. The cardiomyopathy attributed to variants

in LMNA (MIM: 150330) is designated as LMNA-related

dilated cardiomyopathy (‘‘cardiomyopathy, dilated, 1A’’

[MIM: 115200]), while other distinct disorders associated

with LMNA, such as ‘‘lipodystrophy, familial partial, type

2’’ (MIM: 151660), ‘‘Hutchinson-Gilford progeria’’ (MIM:

176670), and ‘‘muscular dystrophy, congenital’’ (MIM:

613205), are not so designated.

In the following three examples, another aspect of the

gene-to-phenotype complexity is addressed.
21



(6) BBS1-related Bardet-Biedl syndrome

(7) MKKS-related Bardet-Biedl syndrome

(8) MKKS-related McKusick-Kaufman syndrome

As noted above, Bardet-Biedl syndrome has been associ-

ated with pathogenic variants in many genes, two of which

(BBS1 and MKKS) are included here as examples (BBS1

[MIM: 209901], Bardet-Biedl syndrome 1 [MIM: 209900];

MKKS [MIM: 604896], Bardet-Biedl syndrome 6 [MIM:

605231]; McKusick-Kaufman syndrome [MIM: 236700]).

To our knowledge, there are no currently recognized,

clinically distinct phenotypic subtypes of Bardet-Biedl syn-

drome. Thus, there is no distinction between the pheno-

typic descriptors in entities 6 and 7, even though the genes

are distinct. Entities 6 and 8 do not share a gene or a pheno-

type label, although some would most likely consider them

to be in the same gene-disorder family. Entities 7 and 8 share

a gene association, but as in entities 4 and 5, the two pheno-

types are considered sufficiently distinct to warrant classifi-

cation as two unitary, distinct Mendelian disorders, again,

given current knowledge because the number of clinical re-

ports of individuals with McKusick-Kaufman syndrome is

small.

In some cases, the determination that a diagnostic entity

is distinct from another may be based on a combination of

distinct phenotype and distinct mechanism, as is the case

for Pallister-Hall and Greig cephalopolysyndactyly syn-

dromes. In others, it may be based only on phenotypic

distinction, as is the case for McKusick-Kaufman syndrome

and Bardet-Biedl syndrome—mechanistic knowledge is

not necessary for such a distinction, although it can be

considered. Another example would be the various patho-

physiologic mechanisms of cystic fibrosis variants. There

are six classes of variants in this gene associated with the

phenotype of cystic fibrosis (MIM: 219700) (absent pro-

tein, defective processing, defective regulation, defective

conduction, reduced transcript level, and instability at

the cell surface).5 The field does not consider these various

mechanisms sufficiently distinct to warrant distinct diag-

nostic descriptors, so all would be labeled similarly.

(9) CFTR-related cystic fibrosis

However, cystic fibrosis is pleiotropic and individuals

with various CFTR (MIM: 602421) variants and genotypes

can be affected with clinically distinct phenotypes, such as

chronic pancreatitis and congenital bilateral absence of the

vas deferens (CBAVD [MIM: 277180]), and have no other

signs of cystic fibrosis.6,7 These could warrant distinct

dyadic descriptors.

(10) CFTR-related chronic pancreatitis

(11) CFTR-related CBAVD

Finally, we cite an example from GeneReviews that uses

the dyadic concept of this proposal but has some chal-

lenges requiring more in-depth discussion.
The A
(12) ARID1B-related disorder

This entity, posted inMay2019 inGeneReviews, suggests

that there are descriptors in that volume that may benefit

from modifications. Although it initially appears to follow

thegeneral structure thatweadvocate, oncloser inspection,

it does not. ‘‘Disorder’’ is not a valid phenotypic descriptor.

In effect, this descriptor is not dyadic because it appears to

define the entity solely by the gene that is mutated. We

also note that there is a separate entity in GeneReviews

with the descriptor of ‘‘Coffin-Siris syndrome’’ (MIM:

135900). In this separate entry on Coffin-Siris syndrome

(CSS), it is stated that the CSS phenotype is associated

with variants in six genes, of which ARID1B (MIM:

614556) is the most common (see Vergano et al. GeneRe-

views in Web resources). And in the entry for ARID1B-

related disorder, they state ‘‘ARID1B-related disorder consti-

tutes a clinical continuum, from classic Coffin-Siris syn-

drome to intellectual disability (ID) with or without

nonspecific dysmorphic features.’’ Therefore, ‘‘Coffin-Siris

syndrome’’ associated with ARID1B variants must be

considered a subset of ‘‘ARID1B-related disorder’’ and the

former is not distinct from the latter. By themselves, the de-

scriptors ‘‘Coffin-Siris syndrome’’ and ‘‘ARID1B-related dis-

order’’ do not meet our definition of unitary, distinct, Men-

delian entities. This conundrum could be addressed via one

of two approaches. We are not advocating for one or the

other approach for this particular disorder and provide

them only as an illustration of approaches that could be

used. First, one could define a single spectrum disorder.

(13) ARID1B-related Coffin-Siris spectrum disorder

This spectrum could encompass the complete pheno-

typic range from non-syndromic ID to classic Coffin-Siris

syndrome. The second approach could be to designate

two entities.

(14) ARID1B-related intellectual disability with congen-

ital anomalies spectrum

(15) ARID1B-related Coffin-Siris syndrome

The ‘‘Coffin-Siris syndrome’’ phenotype could beprecisely

defined to include a minimum set of diagnostic criteria

(anomalies and ID) (see Vergano et al. GeneReviews in Web

resources).8 Individuals not meeting those criteria but hav-

ing some of the features and a pathogenic variant inARID1B

would be described as having ‘‘ARID1B-related intellectual

disabilities with anomalies spectrum,’’ while those meeting

stringent phenotypic syndrome criteria would be diagnosed

with ARID1B-related Coffin-Siris syndrome. Others might

argue that there should be the following two entities in addi-

tion to entity 15:

(16) ARID1B-related intellectual disability

(17) ARIB1B-related intellectual disability and non-spe-

cific anomalies syndrome.
merican Journal of Human Genetics 108, 8–15, January 7, 2021 11



Others might argue that either entity 15 or 17 are suffi-

cient alone because the distinction between the two is clin-

ically unimportant. These are difficult judgements that can

only be made by consensus of expert clinicians. Impor-

tantly, the dyadic approach clarifies that this is an issue

of phenotypic lumping and splitting, and it separates the

entity from other forms of Coffin-Siris syndrome that

could be designated, such as SOX11-related Coffin-Siris

syndrome (SOX11 [MIM: 600896]). Because it can take

some time to work out some of these challenges, we would

not object to interim or placeholder entities such as

‘‘ARID1B-related disorder,’’ created for heuristic and edito-

rial purposes until consensus is developed on these ques-

tions. But by specifying that these are distinct entities,

the dyadic approach can clarify and catalyze that debate.

The dyadic approach is amenable to disorders caused by

mosaic variants in single genes. Recently, one of us has pi-

loted this approach with Proteus syndrome9 (MIM:

176920). We found this to be useful because there is a

continuous range of variability of the Proteus syndrome

phenotype, which is attributable to the timing and tissue

of origin of the somatic variant. We recognized that there

needed to be an arbitrary but clear lower bound of the

phenotype designated as Proteus syndrome, as well as dis-

tinguishing AKT1-related overgrowth from AKT1-related

cancers (AKT1 [MIM: 164730]). We developed a points-

based approach to this entity and designated individuals

with ten or more points as having

(18) AKT1-related Proteus syndrome.

Those with two to nine points would be designated as

having

(19) AKT1-related overgrowth spectrum.

We asserted that there was a valid clinical distinction of

‘‘Proteus syndrome’’ from the less-specific designation of

‘‘overgrowth spectrum’’ despite the fact that this distinc-

tion is arbitrary. This is the same challenge that was ad-

dressed above regarding entities 14–17. It has always

been challenging to define clinically meaningful bound-

aries between phenotypic entities. The dyadic approach

does not solve that problem but clarifies the debate.

Entity 19 was intentionally similar to

(20) PIK3CA-related overgrowth spectrum.

This recognizes that it can be difficult to distinguish

mildly affected individuals with mosaic overgrowth associ-

ated with AKT1 versus PIK3CA variants10 (PIK3CA [MIM:

171834]), although when properly designated as a dyad,

entities 19 and 20 are unitary and distinct disorders. We

propose that this could be extended to other disorders,

including those that can manifest either as mosaic or

constitutional disorders.
12 The American Journal of Human Genetics 108, 8–15, January 7, 20
Discussion

The taxonomy of human disease represents an extraordi-

narily complex, nuanced, and confounding admixture of

concepts, labels, and history that continues to evolve

over time without explicit guidance or structure. A

comprehensive and completely rational taxonomy with

internal consistency and external validity is practically

impossible as it would require complete knowledge of

physiology and pathophysiology, which is far into the

future if it is ever to be achieved. Nevertheless, it is essential

and tractable to have a taxonomy that represents current

knowledge and can sustain amendments as knowledge im-

proves. The consequence is that the taxonomic description

of human disease is heuristic—a descriptive system that is

close to current understanding of biological reality and

useful to practicing clinicians, even if it is neither compre-

hensive nor precise. Adding to the complexity is the fact

that essentially all biologic variation is continuous, not cat-

egorical, while in medicine, it is necessary to have cate-

gories because categorical descriptors are used for making

prognoses and selecting treatments. Fitting a system with

continuous variation into a categorical taxonomic struc-

ture means that the latter cannot perfectly represent the

former. Diagnoses are categories of pathophysiology, and

while these categories are useful and essential, there are

inherent challenges with variation within them and over-

lap among them. Within a given diagnostic entity, there

will be variation. Among diagnoses, there must be defined

boundaries so that one diagnosis is distinct from another.

We have adopted an approach to the taxonomy that is

applicable to Mendelian diseases, defined as those in

which the majority of the phenotypic variance can be ex-

plained by a genotype comprising pathogenic variants

(one or two, depending on inheritance pattern) in a single

gene. We have also taken the step of defining what we

think should be the leaf on this taxonomic tree. As noted

above, this is a categorical descriptor of pathology that is

unitary and distinct. We suggest that these two attributes

are critical to what we are doing as diagnosticians, which

is to lump and split disease entities in a rational manner.

That they are unitary is critical—we do not want a single

disease descriptor to encompass more than a single disease

or pathophysiologic entity. That they are distinct is equally

important—we do not want to have multiple labels for

what is understood to be a single pathophysiologic entity.

This dyadic approach to Mendelian disease taxonomy

does not resolve the question of what are meaningfully

distinct phenotypes, how they should be named, and

how one designates distinct, recognizable phenotypes

from clinical spectra, which is a challenge that existed

well before this nomenclature system was introduced and

is not resolved by it. While we prefer designation of recog-

nizably distinct phenotypes, we recognize that is not al-

ways possible or optimal. For example, there are many

genes associated with each of the following non-specific
21



phenotypes: autism, ID, and pigmentary retinopathy.

There is little reason at this time to think that these cate-

gories of phenotypes will be resolved into subgroups of

recognizably distinct phenotypes. This is part of the lump-

ing and splitting debate that is ongoing for many

disorders–trading off specificity of finer designations

versus their generalizability. These issues will be chal-

lenging to resolve, and various clinicians and geneticists

may find it difficult to reconcile their views. Some value

the insight of broad, overarching umbrella descriptors

that unify entities, whereas others value the specificity of

the narrow categories that distinguish subtly distinct phe-

notypes. These competing views can only be resolved by

disease experts gathering to debate and reconcile their

competing views and priorities and developing a

consensus. Neither does this system have anything to say

about the diverse nosology of syndrome naming that in-

cludes researcher eponyms (Bardet-Biedl), place names

(Floating-Harbor [MIM: 136140]), family name designa-

tions (Cowden [MIM: 158350]), acronyms (CHARGE

[MIM: 214800]), allegorical descriptors (Proteus), histo-

pathological descriptors (sickle cell [MIM: 603903]), or

other phenotypic descriptors (incontinentia pigmenti

[MIM: 308300]). Nor does it address the concerns that

some phenotype or gene names may be pejorative (e.g.,

hyperphophatasia-mental retardation syndrome [MIM:

239300]). This debate will most likely continue but does

not affect the fundamental utility of the proposed dyadic

system. An attribute of the dyadic system is that by

anchoring phenotypes to genes, one can more readily

version and track dyadic entities as our genetic under-

standing of them and our phenotypic naming conven-

tions evolve over time. Large-scale efforts to acquire deep

phenotyping data, supported by the human phenotype

ontology, will facilitate this evolution of our understand-

ing of phenotypic complexity. Although less of an issue

than phenotypes, gene names can also be a challenging

issue for a dyadic system. They probably change less often

than do phenotype descriptors, but stability of HGNC/

HUGO-approved gene names is important for a dyadic sys-

tem to be useful. Like phenotypes, gene names can be pejo-

rative (e.g., sonic hedgehog, SHH [MIM: 600725]) or reflect

obsolete understanding of the function of the gene (e.g.,

PAFAH1B1), both of which were problematic before the

dyadic proposal and are not resolved by it. It will be impor-

tant that gene names are as stable as possible, taking into

account up-to-date biology and considerations of the im-

plications of a gene name on those who will carry it as a

diagnosis.

The phenotype component of the dyadic approach

described here is consistent with the recent commentary

by Rasmussen and Hamosh.11 We would agree that pheno-

types should not be described with gene names—doing so

would fundamentally confuse what we believe are two

important but distinct attributes. We would also agree

that naming of phenotypes and naming of genes should

continue independently with their distinct attributes.
The A
However, it is important to recognize that the examples

provided here convincingly show that a phenotype is

not a unitary and distinct diagnostic entity. It is also worth

emphasizing that the dyadic approach is built from the

gene and phenotype foundations provided by OMIM—

that those are robust and properly documented is essential

to the dyadic approach. That they are separately cataloged

is extremely useful in that they can be addressed andmodi-

fied independently. Rasmussen and Hamosh did not

address the crucial question of determining the attributes

of a unitary, distinct, Mendelian disease entity. The dyadic

proposal properly frames this crucial question, and we

believe it is a valid and practically useful response to that

crucial question but goes further than Rasmussen and Ha-

mosh by integrating these two attributes.

It is also worth noting that debates over naming pheno-

types can be distressing for the individuals who are

affected by these disorders—they do not like for the

name of ‘‘their’’ disease to be changed. The dyadic proposal

has the advantage that the current phenotypic descriptor

(e.g., McKusick-Kaufman syndrome) does not have to be

changed; only the associated gene must be appended to

the now dyadic descriptor. More substantial revisions of

phenotypic descriptors should take the views of affected

individuals into account.

This proposal has similarities to several prior formula-

tions. It is a variation of the multiaxis diagnostic system

that was proposed by one of us in 2001.12 Themultiaxis sys-

tem had positive attributes, but it garnered little enthusiasm

and was not adopted. The approach we propose here, as

noted above, emulates and extends the GeneReviews

approach to disease description. An implicit formof this sys-

tem is also intrinsic to the abbreviations describing many

disorders in OMIM. In that catalog, one finds disease entries

such as BBS1 and BBS8 (MIM: 615985). Here, they are en-

coding a phenotype of Bardet Biedl syndrome (BBS) but

adding a numerical suffix to distinguish them on the basis

of a different genetic cause. Unfortunately, this can be

confusing because in some cases the genotype-phenotype

descriptor is the same as the HGNC-approved gene name

(as in BBS1, which is associated with pathogenic variants

in BBS1) but in others it is distinct (as in BBS8, which is asso-

ciated with pathogenic variants in the gene TTC8 [MIM:

608132]). We suggest that the explicit use of the gene

name in our dyadic approach is simpler and easier to under-

stand and remember and facilitates the gathering of addi-

tional information from sources that contain the gene

name as structured data rather than the numerical code suf-

fixes of OMIM. We also note that the ClinGen consortium

has organized its variant curation expert panels into dyadic

groupings—a gene and an associated phenotype, recog-

nizing as well that it is this dyad that defines a unitary

and distinct entity of disease. A similar approach has been

proposed for Mendelian genetic renal diseases.13 These au-

thors have also proposed a dyadic descriptor, ‘‘ADPKD-

PKD1’’ for autosomal dominant polycystic kidney dis-

ease—associated with PKD1 (ADPKD1 [MIM: 173900];
merican Journal of Human Genetics 108, 8–15, January 7, 2021 13



PKD1 [MIM: 601303]). These authors recognize that it is the

dyad that comprises a distinct and unitary disease taxo-

nomic entry. As they state, ‘‘We therefore propose categori-

zation of patients with a phenotypic and genotypic descriptor

that will clarify etiology, provide prognostic information,

and better describe atypical cases’’ (emphasis added).13

That they code the phenotype first and always abbreviate

it is a minor difference from our proposed convention,

which would designate the entity as ‘‘PKD1-related polycy-

stic kidney disease’’ (formally, diseases do not have the attri-

bute of being autosomal dominant—inheritance patterns

have that attribute, and since PKD1 is only associated

with autosomal dominant inheritance, we would endorse

the OMIM phenotypic descriptor of ‘‘polycystic kidney dis-

ease’’ and not include the inheritance pattern). Interest-

ingly, these authors extend the taxonomic categorization

into categories of mutations/modes of pathogenesis, for

example dividing the PKD1 entity into subcategories of

those caused by truncating versus non-truncating PKD1 var-

iants: ADPKD-PKD1T and ADPKD-PKD1NT. Similar argu-

ments could be made for incorporating concepts such as

gain of function or loss of function into phenotype descrip-

tors. A potential issue for the dyadic approach is that not all

variants that are associated with Mendelian disorders are in

genes. For example, the ZRS enhancer of SHH lies in an

intron of the LMBR1 (MIM: 605522) gene and, when

mutated, is associated with aMendelian disorder of preaxial

polydactyly II (MIM: 174500). A recent study cataloged 453

non-coding variants that have been associated with a Men-

delian disorder.14 While this is a small number compared to

the more than 150,000 pathogenic single-nucleotide vari-

ants in ClinVar (accession date September 21, 2020), this

is an important class of pathogenic variants that is likely

to increase in the future. While we do not propose to do

so here, a consideration could be to modify the genetic eti-

ology half of the dyad along the lines of SHHZRS-related pre-

axial polydactyly, similar to the renal disease proposal dis-

cussed above. This categorization scheme could be

extended to particular alleles or haplotypes of genes or

downstream molecular etiologies to further clarify and

specify the molecular etiology as well. While we find this

to be consistent with our general approach, we would sug-

gest that this might be too fine of a categorization for

many practitioners and could quickly become cumbersome

as a result of lengthy descriptors. These considerations war-

rant additional study of their potential utility. We believe

that there is a balance to be struck between the complete-

ness and generalizability of a descriptor and its usability.

While we readily concede that for single gene disorders,

collapsing molecular etiology to an HGNC/HUGO gene

name does sacrifice some information, we believe that the

brevity of the gene-phenotype dyad is critical for its

usability.

In conclusion, the approach we advocate for is derived

from, and consistent with, multiple other conceptual pro-

posals for categorizing mendelian genetic disorders as

distinct, dyadic entities and we suggest it is fundamentally
14 The American Journal of Human Genetics 108, 8–15, January 7, 20
correct. What is needed now is a consistent, standardized

approach for so designating such diseases, as we have pro-

posed here.
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